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SOME CHARACTERISTIC DATA OF 2011 - I

- 5 issues 144 pages each
- 263 authors
- 36 countries/committees
- 1 sponsored Special Issue: Deltas in Europe - Integrated water management for multiple land use in flat coastal areas
- 2477 downloads of pdf per month, abstracts 7031
- accessible in 4037 libraries and institutions

SOME CHARACTERISTIC DATA OF 2011 - II

- Best paper: Airborne remote sensing for detection of irrigation canal leakage by Yanbo Huang, Guy Fipps, Stephan Maas and Reginald Fletcher. Issue 59.5
- Most cited: Efficient irrigation; Inefficient communication; Flawed recommendations by Chris Perry. Issue 56.4
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SOME CHARACTERISTIC DATA OF 2012

- 181 institutions in developing countries have access to IRD at low or no cost
- improved software for review process
- 5 regular issues of 144 pages each
- one sponsored special issue published: *Groundwater governance: Learning from local experiences*
- in preparation: *Water Harvesting, Sustainable Development of Tidal Areas, Teheran Congress, Italy-USA research cooperation*

2013 AND BEYOND

- ICID INDIVIDUAL MEMBER SUBSCRIPTION PRICES FOR 2013:
  - US$ 45 online only and US$ 53 online + print
- preparations of new Agreement with Wiley:
  - period 2014 - 2018
  - National Committees 5 online only and 5 online + print
  - online access for work body members and office bearers
  - possibility for open access at cost of the author
  - National Committees remain entitled to purchase extra copies